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0o In this note we present some relations between the traces of
the Brandt matrices or Hecke operators of different quaternion algebras
over different number fields. This is an algebraic analogue of the
result of H. Saito [1].
1. Let F be a totally real, cyclic extension of Q of prime degree
l, of which the conductor is a prime q different from 1. We assume
that F has a unit of any signature distribution. (If 1=2, this is automatically satisfied.) Let B denote a quaternion algebra over F, obtained from one over Q by extending the base field, so that the discriminant, say, D, is a rational integer. Taking, once and for all, a
generator of Gal (F/Q), we consider to extend it to an automorphism
of B. There are infinitely many such extensions. But we have"
Proposition 1. (i) If l>= 3, there is a canonical Galois theoretical
1-1 correspondence between the extension a such that at=id, and subalgebra of B which is a quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant
D. Every such a keeps stable some maximal order of B.
(ii) For /----2, an extension a with a2=id corresponds to a subalgebra Bo which is a quaternion algebra over Q (with various discriminant). In order that a keeps stable some maximal order of B, it
is necessary and sufficient that Bo has discriminant D or Dq.
2. Throughout the following, B is assumed to be totally definite.
We take and fix an extension a of a generator of Gal (F/Q), satisfying
the conditions of Proposition 1, and a maximal order ( of B, stable
under the action of a: (C)--(9. We can naturally extend a to the idle
Note that the archimedean
group B of B, and denote it again by
part of B is
SU(2)
Hx (1 copies) R+ SU(2)
B--Hx
where H is the Hamilton quaternion algebra. Let X denote the representation of B, defined through the composite of the projection
SU(2), and the representation
BBS, the projection B-.SU(2)
SU(2), where p is the k-th symmetric tensor
p(R). (R)p of SU(2)
representation of SU(2). Then we define M, the space of all functions
f(x) on B, taking values in the representation space of X, and satisfying f(uxa)=x(u)f(x) for all u e U, x e B, a e B where U-- l-[
B
is the unit group of B with respect to (9. For the pair (U, B), we
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also have the Hecke algebra R=R(U, B), and its representation % in
(For details, we refer to [3].)
Now we can define a twisting operator T on M as follows: Z(x)
and Z(x) being equivalent representations, we can find an intertwining
operator V e GL() such that (x)=V;(x)V, V=id for all x e B.
Then for f e M, we put
x e B.
(Tf)(x)--Vf(x),
It is easy to see that M is stable under T, and that T id. Moreover,
we have, for e e R, T:%(e)T=%(e) where a is extended naturally to
R. In view of the recent result of T. Takagi [4], we can easily prove
the following
Proposition 2. Let SM be the subspace of M, consisting of all
f(x) which satisfies %(e)f =%(e)f for every e e R.
(i) SM is stable under T, and has the basis consisting of the
common eigen functions f(x) for all %(e), e e R.
(ii) If f(x) is as in (i), we have
Tf =-z. f
where z is an/-th root of unity.
Therefore, if we denote SM(z) the eigenspace of SM or the
eigenvalue z o T,, we get
trace %(e)T= z. {trace %(e) lSM(z)}
(1

M.

,

where z runs through all/-th roots of unity. This is called the "Twisted
Trace Formula".
3. To give an explicit ormula o (1), we combine the methods of
[3], to those of [1]. Let B decompose into disjoint union of double

cosets
(2)

We set F B

B

H

[.)
i=I

UxB

.

x;Ux, and denote by the subspace of consisting
of v e such that ;(.)v=v for all e F. Then it is easily verified that
the mapping f-(fl,’" ,fH) gives an isomorphism o M onto 1
.n, where we write f=z(x;)f(x). Under this isomorphism, %(e)
and devided into H
is regarded as an endomorphism of
blocks

,

... ,,

(%1(e)

%(e)

,.

...

/

being a linear mpping of
For e--T(), being an
to
integral ideal of F, this orm of %(e) is nothing but the so called
"Brandt Matrix" (cf. [2], [3]). On the other hand a induces the permutation of double cosets in (2), and we can write:
x--Qx()ai,
st V a B x.

%:(e)
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Lemma 1. If we regard
we have T=(T,), where
0

[Vol. 58 (A),

To as an endomorphism of $71

H,

...i(])
i--a(]).
V,x(a71) l,
Combining the above Lemma 1 to Lemma 2.1 in [3], we start to
evaluate trace %(e)T, and after somewhat lengthy calculation we are
led to a very explicit formula, so that we can compare it to the traces
of the Hecke operators over Q. Let 2 be the homomorphism of R to
R0--R(Io, GL(Qa)) defined in [1]. Then we have:
Theorem 1. Let 2," ", be the Dirichlet characters defined
mod Dq, of conductor q, and of order 1. Let S(Fo(N), ) be the essential part of the space of cusp forms of type (k,N, ). For an
integral ideal a of F such that (a, Dq)= 1, let e--T(a) be an element of

T*’*s

Ro
(i)

If l>=3,

tr %(e)T,

,{o

we have
(deg %(e)) + tr %(2(e))IS/.(Fo(D), 1)

tr %((e)) S/(Fo(Dq), z)

ifD
ifqlD.

(ii) For 1=2,

tr (e)T=(deg

-

1

(e))+ tr ((e))lS+(Fo(Dq),

+ (-- l) tr ((e))IS+(Fo(D), 1)
where, the term (deg Z(e)) appears if and only if k=0, and ]D] is the
number of primes dividing D.
Taking into account the multiplicity one theorem (cf. [4]), we
deduce from this formula and (1), that SM(z)# {0} only for z=l, except
for the case/=2, z=--l. Moreover, in view of the well known result
of [3], we get"
Corollary. The space of Hilbert modular cusp forms of weight
k+2 and level D associated to F contains a subspace isomorphic, as
R’=Z[T(a), T(a, a); (a, Dq)=l]-module, to S+(Fo(D), 1). It also contains a subspace S such that S@S is isomorphic, as R’-module, to
S+(Fo(Dq), ) if q$D.
For D> 1, these are new types of the so called "Doi-Naganuma
correspondence". We remark also that, tr (2(e))]S+(Fo(D), 1)
+ (deg (e)) is equal to the trace of the Brandt matrix of the quaternion
algebra over Q with discriminant D (cf. [2]), if ID] is odd. This suggests us to consider some arithmetical relations for the extension B/B0.
4. We treat the simplest case" 1=2, D= 1. In the decomposition
(2) of B, each double coset Ux,B corresponds to a left O-ideal
xSOx, with the unit group
Ox, whose right order being F,

=

,
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/----(. H is the class number of B, and the explicit formula is known
(for example, in [5]). The result of Theorem 1, for k-----0 tells us some
informations about the behavior of a on the ideal classes and on the set
of types of maximal orders of B. First we try to describe the structure
of the finite groups F/Eo (i-- 1,.
H) where E0 is the unit group of F.
Theorem 2. C/Eo is isomorphic to one of the followings; 1, Z2, Z3

.,

(cyclic groups), 3=symmetric group of degree 3, 4--alternate group
of degree 4 Let H (]-- 1, 2, 3, 6, 12) denote the number of i’s for which
C/Eo has order ]. They are determined by the following formulae:

(H---H+H2+H3+H+H=h(q)(
tw 0
HI {0
---[h(q)...ql
t4H+4H+2H.=h(q)h(--q),

(-1)

h(--q)
h(--3q)
8
6
2
...q_--l(mod8)
h(q) ql (mod 8)

...q_--l(mod3)
(mod 3),

+

)

4H3+2H+4Hl=h(q)h(--gq)
where, h(n) is the class number of Q(/W), (s) is the Dedekind zeta
function of F. (We exclude the case q=5, where H=I, F/Eo=I).
Using these results, we can evaluate H(G,F,), G=Gal (F/Q)or
the self-conjugate unit group F,=F,
Proposition 3. (i) Let Uo be the unit group of Bo. For the selfconjugate double coset Ux,B=(Ux,B), we have a bijection

Uo\ Ux,B

B/B

H(G, F,)

uxa being mapped to the cocycle defined by
if
(ii)
H(G, F,)= 1
2
otherwise.
From this, we get"
Theorem 3. Let {2},
{2:n} be the left (-ideal classes where
(C) is a a-stable maximal order of B.
( i ) a induces a permutation on these classes and the number of
q
fixed points is dim SMo= t[ 124
(ii) Every self-conjugate class {}={} contains a self-conjugate ideal
(iii) For the existence of a-stable maximal order which belongs
to the same type as ), it is necessary and sucient that there exists
an ideal a o/F such that {a}={a}; in particular, the number

...,

-

typeswhicharea-stableisalso

dimSM=[q+19]
"24
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